
A deep dive into why these five companies chose Adobe Sign.

Adobe Sign means business. 
Especially for these businesses. 
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Why Adobe Sign?

In their own words

The Golden State Warriors get personal

Cadan Technologies closes contracts faster

Benefytt relieves Medicare enrollment pain

CXC staffs COVID hotline rapidly

Baker automates signing and approvals

Learn more about Adobe Sign
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E-signatures on the rise 
In a recent Forrester study, 58 percent of business 

leaders said that the pandemic led more people in their 

companies to adopt e-signatures in their organizations. 

While document workflows have become more 

automated and streamlined, some businesses still  

rely on manual signatures.

Adobe Sign is the trusted e-signature solution that 

gives customers the ability to integrate e-signatures 

into their existing processes for a fully digital 

signing experience. The adoption of Adobe Sign has 

allowed companies of all sizes to simplify the flow of 

documents, make compliance easier, and save time. 

The customer testimonials in this guide give you an 

inside view into why they chose Adobe Sign and some 

of the incredible results that followed.
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Adobe Sign keeps business moving from anywhere with document 

and workflow templates that get consistent results from everyone on 

your team. Adobe Sign goes beyond e-signatures to help companies 

achieve 100 percent digital processes from creation to collaboration and 

approval. It sets itself apart through scalability, easy integration with other 

applications, and transparent pricing—all from a trusted brand. 

Scalability 

With Adobe Sign, you can choose from basic to advanced solutions, 

depending on the needs of your business, customers, and employees. 

Adobe Sign is designed to scale up and handle large volumes of 

transactions without slowing down. 

Integrations

With more than 80 solution integrations and continued formation of new 

partnerships, Adobe Sign allows businesses to leverage the investments 

they’ve already made and significantly minimize the learning curve. As 

Microsoft’s preferred e-signature solution, Adobe Sign allows businesses 

to easily integrate e-signatures with Salesforce, Workday, and Microsoft 

applications for seamless workflows. 

Why Adobe Sign?

Transparent pricing

Adobe Sign is committed to transparent, all-inclusive pricing for 

comprehensive services that provide the guidance, knowledge, and 

resources your team needs to deliver success. No surprises. No extra fees. 

Just sign up and go. 

Trusted brand

No one knows digital better than Adobe. With over 25 years of helping 

companies create digital experiences, Adobe is trusted and used by 

most of the Fortune 500. From Acrobat and Illustrator to Photoshop and 

InDesign, Adobe enables organizations to simplify document signing and 

approvals and manage the flow of documents inside the organization and 

with customers. With more than 8 billion signatures processed, you can 

trust that every transaction is secure. 

“The tech support for Adobe Sign 
has always been top notch.” 

—Michael Young, Marketing Associate,  
EQUINOX Business Solutions
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In their own words.
The following vignettes feature customers who chose 

Adobe Sign—and describe how their organizations have 

benefited. Hear in their own words the ways in which 

Adobe Sign delivers ease of use, security, integrations, 

and value across the organization. 

“I used DocuSign before discovering  
Adobe Sign. Once I discovered Adobe Sign, 
there was no going back.” 

—Michael Young, Marketing Associate, EQUINOX Business Solutions

40%
of respondents now link increased customer 

satisfaction and increased employee productivity 
with digital document processes

Source: Digital Document Processes in 2020:  
A Spotlight On E-Signatures, a commissioned study conducted by 

Forrester Consulting on behalf of Adobe, August 2020.
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Winning three NBA championships in four years requires more than a great 

team—it also needs an arena full of passionate supporters. The Golden 

State Warriors cultivate fan loyalty by personalizing and streamlining their 

experiences. As opening day for the new Chase Center neared in 2019, the 

Warriors’ back office turned to Adobe Sign to manage a torrent of season 

ticket contracts. 

Learn more about Adobe Sign and the Golden State Warriors here.

The Golden State Warriors 
get personal.

“Adobe has been a critical partner on our service 
transformation journey from day one, with Adobe Sign 
transforming the season-ticket purchasing experience.”

—John Beaven, Executive VP of Ticket Sales and Services, Golden State Warriors

TOP BENEFITS

Delights users: “Adobe Sign removed the friction 

of the previous ticketing process. Our supporters 

consistently tell us how quick and easy it is to use, 

and how it allows them to get on with their busy 

days. It’s a win-win for both fans and staff.” 

Integrates smoothly with other tools: 

“Adobe Sign fit into our ecosystem perfectly, 

integrating seamlessly with our CRM and digital 

security systems for maximum efficiency.” 

Provides audit trail: “Adobe Sign allows us to see 

the status of every active process in real time and 

review the details of any contract at any time. We 

know exactly who signed and when they signed it.” 

—Brian Fulmer, Director of Information Technology,  
Golden State Warriors

Industry: Media and entertainment

Employees: 260

97%
(from 1-2 weeks to just hours)

reduction in contract turnaround time

https://business.adobe.com/customer-success-stories/golden-state-warriors-case-study.html
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Minnesota-based Cadan Technologies builds and manages IT infrastructures 

for small and medium businesses around the world. Seeking the efficiency 

benefits of an e-signature solution, this managed services provider 

compared Adobe Sign and DocuSign. Adobe Sign came out on top for its 

ease of use, high functionality, and value.

Learn more about Adobe Sign and Cadan Technologies here.

Cadan Technologies 
closes contracts faster.

“The number one rule for us is to make sure that every 
customer interaction is easy and streamlined. Adobe 
Sign eliminates barriers in our workflows to clear a 
path for better customer experiences.” 

—Charles LeVoir, Director of Sales, Cadan Technologies 

Industry: Information technology

Employees: 28

83%
less time to manage contracts

(from 3 hours to 30 minutes)

TOP BENEFITS

Helps grow the business: “Adobe Sign automates 

much of the contract process, giving my sales 

team more time to focus on customers, create 

relationships, and build the business.” 

Streamlines internal processes: “We’re taking 

advantage of the full functionality of Adobe Sign to 

bring productivity gains to teams across the company.” 

Integrates with any workflow: “Adobe Sign is such 

a flexible solution that we can use alone or integrate 

into any type of workflow.” 

Charles LeVoir, Director of Sales, Cadan Technologies

Automates reminders: Automated notifications 

prompt customers to sign outstanding documents 

without requiring sales representatives to follow up. 

Mandatory signature fields ensure that contracts  

come back with all needed signatures. 

https://blog.adobe.com/en/publish/2021/03/24/cadan-technologies-accelerates-sales-with-customers-worldwide-using-adobe-sign.html#gs.4oejjo
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Benefytt helps thousands of customers compare Medicare and life insurance 

plans easily and sign up with ease. This digital-first company is growing rapidly 

by investing in technologies that make it easier for their customers to enroll—

even those with limited computer skills. To improve their process further with 

electronic signing, Benefytt went through a competitive evaluation and chose 

Adobe Sign over DocuSign. 

Learn more about Adobe Sign and Benefytt here.

Benefytt relieves 
Medicare enrollment pain.

“We put Adobe Sign and DocuSign head-to-head, 
comparing the features and numbers. Adobe ended 
up being the right decision—and it’s still the right 
decision today.” 

—Travis Conley, Chief Technology Officer, Benefytt

TOP BENEFITS

Simplifies enrollment: “Benefytt has used 

Adobe Sign for years to make it easy for people to 

sign up for health insurance coverage without all 

the paperwork. Our business model wouldn’t be 

possible without it.” 

Provides trustworthy security: “We handle a lot  

of personal data and private health records—and  

our customers rely on us to help protect that data. 

The only way we can earn their trust is to show that 

we do everything we can to safeguard their data. 

Adobe Sign helps us achieve that.” 

Scales hiring: “Benefytt is looking at hiring 300 

to 400 employees this year to ramp up for the 

Medicare open enrollment period. Adobe Sign has 

become critical for HR.” 

—Travis Conley, Chief Technology Officer, Benefytt

Industry: Financial services (insurance)

Employees: 340

350,000
e-signature transactions  

in one year 

https://blog.adobe.com/en/2020/09/09/benefytt-keeps-aging-population-covered-with-adobe-sign.html#gs.68f4tp
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As a human resource outsourcing company, CXC helps clients hire hundreds 

of contractors monthly and execute an average of 20 contracts per day. 

When COVID-19 struck Australia, the national government turned to CXC to 

onboard 400 nurses to staff a hotline—in less than two weeks. Fortunately, 

the company was able to handle this dramatic increase, thanks to an 

efficient way to manage documents, powered by Adobe Sign and Salesforce. 

Learn more about Adobe Sign and CXC here.

CXC staffs COVID 
hotline rapidly.

“One day we were in the office, and the next day we 
were all working at home. It was seamless  —  no 
interruptions at all. But if COVID-19 had happened 
before we had Adobe Sign and Salesforce, our entire 
business would have stopped.”

—Chris Thuell, Director of Risk and Compliance, CXC

Industry: Healthcare

Employees: 6,000+

90%
reduction in onboarding time

(from one week to two hours)

TOP BENEFITS 

Cuts time to hire: "The staffing for the COVID-19 

hotline is the most volume we’ve ever handled so 

quickly. It definitely wouldn’t have been possible 

without Adobe Sign and Salesforce."

Reduces risk of human error: Adobe Sign 

automatically populates employment contracts with 

pay rate, contract length, and other information. 

“From a compliance point of view, every detail in 

our contracts has to be correct. It’s a critical part of 

the process in making sure that we secure the right 

contractors to meet our clients’ needs."

Meets security expectations: "Data security is 

a huge priority with many clients. Because we use 

Adobe and Salesforce, we can satisfy the most 

stringent security requirements. That’s a big selling 

point for us."  

—Chris Thuell, Director of Risk and Compliance, CXC

https://blog.adobe.com/en/2020/07/15/cxc-onboards-400-contractors-in-2-weeks-during-covid-19-pandemic.html#gs.7gkmy9
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Baker Communications provides personalized training and coaching to help 

sales teams develop greater confidence interacting with customers and 

close more deals. To simplify the process of hiring consultants and staff, the 

company needed a proven e-signature platform—and turned to Adobe Sign.

Learn more about Adobe Sign and Baker Communications here.

Baker Communications 
automates signing and approvals.

“Adobe Sign transforms digital document experiences for 
our customers and keeps our business moving forward.  
The automated, end-to-end signing and approval 
processes mobilize us to start faster and work more 
efficiently. As we grow, we will develop more digital 
processes to support our momentum, with Adobe Sign as 
an instrumental part of that effort.”

— Isidro Iturralde, Strategic Account Manager, Baker Communications

Industry: Media and entertainment

Employees: 30 full-time, 200–300 consultants

TOP BENEFITS

Streamlines hiring: "As a mid-market business, 

we must be ready when opportunities come in. 

Onboarding our consultants without worrying 

whether agreements will get delayed is crucial. 

Adobe Sign optimizes how we work, lowers our 

costs, and accelerates service delivery."

Accelerates document signing: "Getting 

documents signed quickly keeps deal momentum 

going, which is the lifeblood of our business.  

Adobe Sign transforms our processes and makes  

our work faster and more accurate."

Flattens the learning curve: "The integration 

between Adobe Sign and Salesforce is fantastic 

because we don’t feel like we’re moving between 

environments. Even our team members who are not 

the most tech-savvy have adapted because there is 

no frustrating multi-step process. We just work with 

a contact in Salesforce like we normally would."

— Isidro Iturralde, Strategic Account Manager, Baker Communications

70%
faster processing of  

post-sales paperwork

https://blog.adobe.com/en/publish/2021/05/18/baker-communications-builds-business-accelerates-onboarding-with-adobe-sign.html#gs.8v2tbo


E-signatures have enhanced the move to digitization for many industries and 

departments across the globe—especially during the pandemic. A recent 

Forrester study* found that constraints due to COVID-19 have accelerated 

adoption in large organizations with 71 percent of respondents stating the 

importance of e-signature capabilities in operating day-to-day businesses.

With a trusted brand like Adobe, you can now integrate Adobe Sign into 

your organization for a better digital experience. As seen throughout this 

guide, businesses choose Adobe Sign because it is easy to use, has over 80 

free integrations—including all Microsoft platforms—and helps you build 

document flows that are compliant and fully trackable. Contact one of our 

sales consultants today to learn more about how to integrate Adobe Sign 

into your organization.

Learn more

Contact us

Learn more about 
Adobe Sign.
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